This paper presents an enhanced model to handle the radio-frequency (RF) 
INTRODUCTION
The indoor positioning system (IPS) has been widely discussed ever since the satellite based Global Positioning System (GPS) being widely adopted. It is a complement to cover the signal attenuation of GPS inside the buildings or infrastructures due to construction materials. Thus, different models and approaches are suggested to provide a standard for indoor positioning system. The approaches suggested are classified into radio-frequency technology and non-radio technology. This paper will be focus on radio-frequency technology particularly Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for indoor localization service. Two main considerations are taken when choosing BLE as the selected radio-technology in indoor positioning system, the BLE beacons are less likely to be attenuated due to the frequency hopping characteristics and BLE is a low-power technology which can be powered up with single coin-cell battery for an extended period of time.
Despite lot of models and approaches have been suggested to facilitate the indoor localization service, most of the current approaches are either too expensive and too hard to implement or the overall accuracy of the system is too bad to be used. This caused the implementation of indoor positioning system in a building or infrastructure becoming impractical. The model or approach suggested in this paper is meant for bridging the gap between accuracy and cost.
The Battery-powered BLE beacons are used to facilitate the installation and maintenance over a long period of time. Normally, BLE beacon station (CC2541) powered with coin cell (CR2032) can operate from the period of 6 months to 18 months. THE PROPOSED MODEL The proposed model is based on the concept of correct reference points and reliable sources give correct data. Normally, the error in indoor localization which lead to inaccurate position is arose from two main primary sides, data collecting side and responsiveness of the system in displaying the current position. In order to eliminate the error arose from data collecting side, two algorithms are used to filter out the false signals, RSSI filtering at the RSSI scanning side and noise eliminating at the error compensating side. RSSI FILTERING All the RSSI collected are further classified into known sources and unknown sources. Most of the devices like smartwatch, PC and mobile phones are emitting the BLE beacons all the time without our notice. The unknown beacons are discarded, meanwhile the known beacons are stored for next process. To preserve the data integrity, only the know beacon stations with strong signal level are used. The beacon stations with weak signal level are further filtered out from the calculation. By filtering out the weak beacons, the fluctuation of data received can be greatly reduced. The reliable sources of beacon stations are found with this filtering approach. The reliable sources of beacon station as mentioned here is referred to the sources with a relative strong signal as shown in Figure 3 that can be received or detected at that particular point with continuous successful reading or detecting over a period of time.
In short, it means the particular beacon station's signal can be read and detected all the time from the fix position.
To demonstrate the reliability of beacon stations with vary distant, a simple test on average RSSI from the detector (BLE scanner) versus number of successful reading is conducted. The result is plotted on the graph as shown in Figure 3 . The RSSI level of the beacon station is vary by moving the detector (smartphone) away while keeping the beacon station's position fixed. The detector is scanning with an interval of 1 second for 20 times consecutively. The number of successful detection (reading) is plotted.
II. ERROR COMPENSATION
After getting the reliable sources of beacon stations from the RSSI filtering, the data collected is mapped with the data. The data is tabulated on a 
Figure 4: Data Tabulated from the Reliable Beacon Stations (Sample Data)
In ideal case, the RSSI value for any given point of time at the particular point is fix and constant. The RSSI value collected is directly represent the distance between two devices. In reality, the RSSI is heavily affected by the environment factors like object blocking and wall, the RSSI value inaccurate can be up 10 meters depending on the thickness of wall or obstacles as shown in Figure 5 . Besides the obstacle, the signal received from the beacon stations might be vary due to antenna issue or unwanted noise or due to the moving of users. To compensate the inaccurate which might be happening due to the environment factors, the standard deviation is applied to further picking the few highly reliable beacon sources (particularly 3) to determine the current position of the user. The position obtained from the calculation is displayed on the screen for user's reference. The calculated data will also be sent to the cloud whenever there is internet available from time to time for better analysis. The updated data on the cloud server will be stored to database for future reference.
III. RSSI TO DISTANCE (METER) CALCULATION

d = distance between the transceiver and recipient n = signal propagation exponent A0 = referenced RSSI value at d0 d0 = referenced distance
The equation above is used the calculation for converting RSSI value collected to distance.
IV. DETERMINING THE RELIABLE BEACON NODE AS THE REFERENCE POINT
The scanning result of the nearby beacon stations collected are then arranged with respect to their signal strength. Three of the highest RSSI beacon stations are selected to determine the current position. The highest RSSI beacon station (Beacon 1 as shown in Figure 6 ) is used as the reference point. The distant away from Beacon 1 is assumed to be valid and the estimated points are plotted as shown in Figure 6 by blue circle. Once the reliable distant away from the reliable beacon station is defined, the beacon station with second highest RSSI is used to find out the possible points (Point A and Point B). The possible distant away from Beacon 2 is plotted as shown in Figure 6 by yellow circle. The interception points (Point A and Point B) are saved for further analysis. Once the possible positions (Point A and Point B) are found, the distance for both of the possible positions from third highest RSSI beacon station (Beacon 3 in Figure 6 ) are calculated. The possible position which is nearest to the Beacon 3 is selected as the calculated position. Compared with the conventional fingerprinting method (trilateral), this method can reduce the fluctuation of data due to obstacle between the beacon station and target. This modal primary focusing on determining the possible accurate range with the reliable beacon station, followed up by two other beacon stations to determine the two possible points and selecting the correct point.
CONCLUSION
The reliable reference beacon stations are the key to accurate indoor localization service. By enhancing the selection process of beacon stations obtained, the low-cost approach, fingerprinting can achieve a relative high accuracy as in the trilateral method which required high computing power and cost. Besides, this proposed model can be easily implemented in any building by sticking/installing the beacon station nodes on the wall or ceiling accordingly. The fingerprint of respective beacon stations is then stored to the database for user's mobile device reference.
